00:01:02.000 --> 00:01:16.000
In 1130 is Jessica mom is really the character of Merlin setting up on the world stage is a wonder
working youth fathered intuition of Greek and Latin authors and passed by a game.

00:01:16.000 --> 00:01:30.000
see Merlin with him more Krishna is world altering his heritage, forming his car into a demon from help
to shift from benign dear mind to malevolent demon has impacted representations of wizard can walk
for centuries, contemporary fiction for the pages

00:01:30.000 --> 00:01:39.000
pages was for the screen has adopted and adapted these two versions of Browns origins in unique ways
that remained largely unexplored by as soon as you spoke about Britain.

00:01:39.000 --> 00:01:50.000
This presentation will build on my previous research and highlight about the your freedom and Veronica
traditions remain alive and depictions of Berlin modern fantasy film and TV produced for children and
adults.

00:01:50.000 --> 00:02:02.000
My focus will be mapping out the strategies for the ways bronze package has been received packaged
alternatively ignored alluded to altered or accepted embraced and 72 audiences are focused on to these
approaches to that.

00:02:02.000 --> 00:02:18.000
I focus on two of these approaches to the. Sorry, that was my list again.

00:02:18.000 --> 00:02:31.000
I'm so well some productions totally disregard Merlin's me human status solutions to his unique nature,
a prevalent in vast majority of works that depict character in this most common form as an agent when
it work to sit around with you know that we know

00:02:31.000 --> 00:02:43.000

and love and the payment industry of periods especially enraptured by him as a feature dispersion
character and numerous productions from perhaps as early as the last film Merlin the magician
produced in 1899 to the latest offerings like a cubic Acadia

00:02:43.000 --> 00:02:52.000
would be king from 2019. This class is not attempt to explain Merlin but nevertheless depicts miss
something other part of the wizarding world apart from JK Rowling.

00:02:52.000 --> 00:03:04.000
And these works Merlin is in the prime and a master of magic coupon and making it possible to the
possible. He is the greatest wizard, the world has ever known as the major himself describes himself,
and the telephone or through became an animated special

00:03:04.000 --> 00:03:16.000
are rescued from great lengths to make his feats believable to viewers. Still despite Ron's phenomenal
skills made these productions never references origins, suggesting a further tend to sanitize his legend.

00:03:16.000 --> 00:03:29.000
Ron simply isn't apparently always has been. Some productions acknowledge this fact Roman can travel
through time it is the sort of stone confessing upon medium Arthur of the party scene to future
centuries in the future, waiting been there live the contrast

00:03:29.000 --> 00:03:42.000
of the film sourcing huge words novel women's bathrooms. The first phone to remove present a magic
using realm without an origin peers to the serial Adventures of Sir Galahad from the 50s, but to show
you the cornerstone the best celebrated skill and

00:03:42.000 --> 00:03:53.000
both is instructing on the future King Arthur by transforming student and teacher to animals and the
climatic Wizard's duel shape shifting battle flop between Berlin and Nemesis Mad Mad Men.

00:03:53.000 --> 00:03:59.000
Suddenly I'm done with time representations of Merlin from this class are active across your history.

00:03:59.000 --> 00:04:16.000
Helping Heroes is a candlelight as a chance to tales came up some recent activities twins novel court in
the kids can King Arthur nights of dresses homesickness supporting a diverse group of heroes at our
presentation as the Mr Brown TV series The kids

00:04:16.000 --> 00:04:25.000
kids the Round Table telefilm execute King and countless one offs show in distributing to future times,
as in episodes of century ins and thunder cats.

00:04:25.000 --> 00:04:36.000
And these works moments usually engaged grand adventures, but can also make his powers, because he
uses pores from ordinary tasks like helping other the couple become parents as an optician to Tom Tom
story.

00:04:36.000 --> 00:04:43.000
Well these productions I show Wisley Brian is a force for good. There are a few that depicted good
question, morals, perhaps in knowing it was dark side.

00:04:43.000 --> 00:04:52.000
For example, in order to tend to spell she weaves in episode is a brilliant speech which wrong traps,
someone sisters hoping that the one that wants versus what my care for him.

00:04:52.000 --> 00:04:59.000
What's more, a few works just for illusions promotes Trojans by extending his help to the monster
world.

00:04:59.000 --> 00:05:04.000
As notice reference American TV producers to embrace monster Monique heritage.

00:05:04.000 --> 00:05:13.000
But there are some items that seemed to hint, it is in front of our throat.

00:05:13.000 --> 00:05:17.000
chat popped up on my screen sorry

00:05:17.000 --> 00:05:25.000
was very was okay like his father Merlin Merlin is concerned with the mundane world and stress
protected from the Masters

00:05:25.000 --> 00:05:32.000
forces like the existence hard him, those are small number of works have fought with this model and
present Merlin and those relate to him is from inside of monsters.

00:05:32.000 --> 00:05:40.000
Luckily, most of these place Merlin and beneficence role. Really agent supernatural and the many
monsters which appeared as a segment of the comic strip and series.

00:05:40.000 --> 00:05:53.000
The humorous serials said it can't minimize summer camp from best prepubescent sons and daughters
of Famous Monsters, inspired by the universal films of the 30s addition to these figures Ron's own
offspring the nine canonical Melvin features throughout

00:05:53.000 --> 00:06:06.000
the series as well as those wizards familiar also knew the series of talking prone and Corfe trucking
talking crow named Caulfield, the monsters by wizard and the two human friends have a number of
comic misadventures during their time many mine, and

00:06:06.000 --> 00:06:20.000
most of them was called by his father, who functions as the SS mark mark and the figure to set things
right. Furthermore, the wizard camera also the sentence and mysterious dark stalkers, and ultimately
spells, both shows mercy of the systems relations

00:06:20.000 --> 00:06:32.000

as well as the Allies for the monstrous heroes struggling, each weekend's will be conquered the dark
stories animated film series based and kept coins popular video games to just have the more I can just
send in a row and basically a blind American Harry

00:06:32.000 --> 00:06:44.000
Harry Potter before too long sighs good and evil monsters for the fifth world. Once again, these
creatures are largely based on from models and will promote a is that allied with a cat person will offer
Gilman trends similar construct and a community

00:06:44.000 --> 00:06:50.000
for bomber snowman against the nephew of Dracula, a mommy zombie in a psychic distance and
different organ failure.

00:06:50.000 --> 00:06:53.000
Kind of shared the bottom here.

00:06:53.000 --> 00:07:06.000
What's my book of spells includes a more unique Casper muses many monkeys from Harry Potter series
pitting them against dark wizard. Simmons his roles and many monsters and dark stalkers more appears
on one episode this series to help save the day as

00:07:06.000 --> 00:07:18.000
we dress in more detail below. For example, the Halloween time series film from Disney Channel
presents both morons role as a steward of the monster realm and appearances and relations as a
champion.

00:07:18.000 --> 00:07:28.000
The first from Halloween Town reveals that it was Merlin that creates the parallel world of Halloween
talents haven from preternatural away from humans that further, you also said codes of conduct for the
realm.

00:07:28.000 --> 00:07:40.000

The final film The series returned home return visit the crumbles technicians film, which send it from
Marvin Rowan's cousin illustrating once again roads and points, the community of monsters, his niece
and her grandchildren consistently predicting a

00:07:40.000 --> 00:07:48.000
habit to follow me town and serve some Halloween time high for your union between the monster into
realms.

00:07:48.000 --> 00:07:50.000
Okay.

00:07:50.000 --> 00:08:01.000
So almost works avoid comment under insurance sold number text to look backwards much past and
offer some treatment beginnings, a few do engage reckless to parent to just specialist presenting the
romantics.

00:08:01.000 --> 00:08:12.000
but as she does is being produced for niche market like fantasy novels comic books before either
fandom became mainstream 21st century, or recent computer games which still remains somewhat
obscurity non gamers.

00:08:12.000 --> 00:08:21.000
What frequently stories about Berlin period about the demands of mass market. The avoid any
suggestions that might make an interesting set to study.

00:08:21.000 --> 00:08:34.000
With regards to reception work large in places details runs beginnings familiar to Arthur enthusiasts
Chris proffer many different approach to the ordinary figure from extraterrestrials to modify humans to
give to children to my direct engagement with

00:08:34.000 --> 00:08:36.000
perfect Jeffrey's account.

00:08:36.000 --> 00:08:48.000
Some productions avoid mountain from heritage by making their versions more than human, but
tonight's plan in nature is buildings. This group is represented by a certain part from popular TV series,
an example here already mentioned, focuses last summer

00:08:48.000 --> 00:09:02.000
and origins and then how different is pressure and spells, as a Canadian animated series, it's heavily get
it again as a note to the Harry Potter series of features three young wizards and trainings, Cassie doesn't
burn for in save the world from the

00:09:02.000 --> 00:09:18.000
various immortal non magical person similar relics muggles, but has an unexpected at the recent rescue
is revealed the 24th episode magic question and one plug for Android source from stone, and with
Excalibur freedom Roland appears Casey she's a shared

00:09:18.000 --> 00:09:18.000
resemblance in the faces of their friends.

00:09:18.000 --> 00:09:26.000
in the faces of the friend. So supposed to go screen,

00:09:26.000 --> 00:09:37.000
prompting guys to realize that burnished bronze, sending the episode includes with gusto. You really did
well morning boy, or Casey finished the line with or wherever you are, to Jason Bourne Brian has it says
more than human was my book of spells uses

00:09:37.000 --> 00:09:44.000
uses more and more traditional ways to embrace the origins character regular brother, big us.

00:09:44.000 --> 00:10:07.000

Besides, aliens mutants and majors, there's a set of productions that make an effort to more directly
explain loans origins. It's a to cleanse the character of any possible talk about tricks to finish series
Merlin is of interest here at The show features

00:10:07.000 --> 00:10:17.000
the druids and other practitioners magic initially his origins are revealed effectively make him a father,
boy, series is not that angle

00:10:17.000 --> 00:10:28.000
Moran's mother woman in the first episode series blunder must nothing was Father, for example and
sins of the Father, the eighth episode season to earth element is deceased mother's father's disinterest
in speaking.

00:10:28.000 --> 00:10:33.000
In response, Brian comments, that's the word my father. I never knew my mother bill is broken.

00:10:33.000 --> 00:10:49.000
I've got this vague memory it's probably just my imagination. However, the episode Mattel did last
dragon born, the finales to reveals that runs father is a magic user now living away from society and the
sole survivor the ones noble on treadmills is

00:10:49.000 --> 00:10:57.000
others apparently fully human like most magical series. It will speak to me for dragons. Can I have a
personal time and Merlin has inherited disability.

00:10:57.000 --> 00:11:09.000
Nevertheless, the revelation his father still feels experimental so exceptional Mitch brown seems
consistent consistently engages with normally see because called the channel tyranny introduce our
three tradition, producing incredibly innovative telling

00:11:09.000 --> 00:11:15.000
a story, which is always balanced precariously between version of perversion.

00:11:15.000 --> 00:11:19.000
As john Shurmur illustrates and is as a source of authority and audience in the world.

00:11:19.000 --> 00:11:34.000
But here's probably failed the legend the most apparent effort to distance run from the monitors who
cannot offer a better even any explanation from Ron's attitude is an age.

00:11:34.000 --> 00:11:43.000
Another subset of thumb productions, or greater depths to Jeffrey of moms to counterbalance
conception of the day to offer verify approaches to rooms origins.

00:11:43.000 --> 00:11:54.000
Some present Merlin as mostly human others envisioned him with the offspring about the races will find
a group depict Berlin as part of the union between humans and creatures referred to as incubator for
lacking the expected associations.

00:11:54.000 --> 00:12:04.000
So marks inspired by Jeffrey story to pick Marla's most main these texts are designed is both
entertainment, education, such approach Carson ma telefilm on the dragons.

00:12:04.000 --> 00:12:06.000
Invite your children.

00:12:06.000 --> 00:12:19.000
The first year and PBS is part of the long ago and far away TV series, and the later released home video
like Mary Stewart's early version character, you're also going to embrace him ropes and the child
prophetic dreams and visions, allow him to understand

00:12:19.000 --> 00:12:30.000

the reasons for the collapse and sort of installer and entered into the surface downfall cards point there
seems a little preternatural about this Merlin, and the boys they'll qualify that this is otherwise normal
even claiming at one point, I remember

00:12:30.000 --> 00:12:42.000
it's been again so young your own later references himself the wizard being among the class magicians,
but there's no street of magic here feats of magic here instead you're meant something or profit
throughout as ever inspired description the feet of

00:12:42.000 --> 00:12:53.000
embers marketing. Oh, he's still around. When I dreaming made a career of it I think before revealing his
connection to the body for them in this jail emotional against the reputation of being swarmed by
demons.

00:12:53.000 --> 00:12:59.000
When you misuses knowledge or four forthcoming clips and rather reminiscent of the absurd from
twins.

00:12:59.000 --> 00:13:07.000
Connecting in court friends the locals, and one of them brings the youth attention YouTube attention for
others.

00:13:07.000 --> 00:13:16.000
In a so called magician's these characters credit rental store requiring a fatherless child.

00:13:16.000 --> 00:13:27.000
It's also worth noting that Ron's mother is absent here, making somewhat of an orphan. It's possible she
appears on one night scene where women she was concerned that MSRP killed over on my counterpart
Jeffrey story.

00:13:27.000 --> 00:13:35.000
This woman is no voice and neither defends Merlin nor explained to sorry yields a racer publisher from
territories interesting care, as it seems delivered.

00:13:35.000 --> 00:13:48.000
She's certainly aware of having written a story called in reference from Ron's metric romances, the
confessions of brother Blaze, including for collection rooms book 13 stories and poems, but the arch and
six Jeffrey's works and inspiration from Roland

00:13:48.000 --> 00:14:03.000
the dragons can be issued yourself Kellogg notably holds her up again for stories in Ron's book as creator
able to produce a text reflecting the depth and resonance that results from intelligent synthesis of
money for how we're in this film which was

00:14:03.000 --> 00:14:16.000
produced for a much wider audience than the more niche one of 1980s Fred series, young seems to
wave moves from the praise innovation towards the legend Berlin, so perhaps the progression of, she
avoids his past and likes to rationalize insisting on standards

00:14:16.000 --> 00:14:29.000
villages reaction is a way for the audience's, identify with Mark and approvals, politically correct
moment she explains this and what's a good story around the dragons video, which essentially
commentary track produced promote the film, and later issued

00:14:29.000 --> 00:14:37.000
on the to the DVD release, here she says I put this in the story, because it's something we can all

00:14:37.000 --> 00:14:52.000
understand different, and being left out, waiting to be accepted by others but not knowing quite How
about yours and continues alluding to Ron's true self and marks logo ignore people so like if a person did
something extraordinary like predicting clips.

00:14:52.000 --> 00:15:02.000
It must be because that person was a demon, or some other supernatural being in the end boats during
human race much of what makes them unique in their efforts to modify.

00:15:02.000 --> 00:15:16.000
Another pressure Dr. Jeffrey moments account of bronze beginnings engages more directly with
Christian Rome, these productions have grown started from figure from figure from the other world cup
ology presumably to avoid the baggage know associate with

00:15:16.000 --> 00:15:28.000
the first attempt to sensitize morons origin this way. Here's the work Weissman self Travis more of the
creators and producers of the gargoyles TV series, we're slowly adding our three elements to show
courts cancellation but this is a product of the

00:15:28.000 --> 00:15:41.000
Walt Disney Company goers was originally syndicated near weekdays parties in the afternoon program
block and Disney, of course, is the most mainstream with marketers, promoting distributes products
across instructs holdings comments made to fan on fans

00:15:41.000 --> 00:15:53.000
on the asked Greg website Weston has expounded on some of the ideas about the legend series,
including the revolution in April 1998 that Merlin did our gross universe is a half Korean ambassador.

00:15:53.000 --> 00:16:06.000
Later, the latter term didn't probably wouldn't look at the character of Oberon his mom's father,
sinovation both most any 10th emeralds person is demonic listen to another aspect of our culture, or
Bryce based on the food from Shakespeare isn't that

00:16:06.000 --> 00:16:08.000
strange.

00:16:08.000 --> 00:16:11.000
And he goes, he's remained member and court ruling the chef.

00:16:11.000 --> 00:16:26.000

Before it was rich and seriously the same Stephen King's Carver's assemblage of creatures of magic from
folklore legend mythology, as a medieval stories Merlin is next to his father and gargoyles that grants
bronze mystical abilities Weissman followed

00:16:26.000 --> 00:16:37.000
up on his initial reveal and response from March 2000. net Merlin is the son of a more women clarifies
further August 2000 that she was quote unquote normal.

00:16:37.000 --> 00:16:51.000
In addition, which brings this version more into corporate share physical of a Western office little details
and the specifics of these powers and noting only in response posted September 2000 American will go
human magic and the magic number on quote

00:16:51.000 --> 00:16:54.000
quote, but never at the same time or the same thing.

00:16:54.000 --> 00:17:09.000
Later Westman offers more on roads report with his father, claiming jr to those into quote. Well, an
Oberon have a thorny relations, at least, but other references suggest they work together past was
proposing Oberon run step which allowed him to secure

00:17:09.000 --> 00:17:19.000
when did Arthur place of convalescence on the face strong of Avalon and Yvette recounted three
products without one hearing about midpoint of season two sides Scarborough's.

00:17:19.000 --> 00:17:29.000
Another contemporary production to link neurons are the ones that are mentioned Toby shares rolling,
which you're an MVC with our marketing team, which like there's using the word provider pull some
programming.

00:17:29.000 --> 00:17:33.000
The film was incredibly successful despite being a lackluster reputation different story.

00:17:33.000 --> 00:17:49.000
It's notable here for the significant changes it makes me with courage. Here the sonic figure. Now the
nurse mother and sister invisible to the elemental lady, Lake both creatures of magic like questions over
on creates Merlins magic suggesting paganism

00:17:49.000 --> 00:17:59.000
the Christian conception information map does this by pregnant Indian follower and hoping similar to
the museum in your otter events user travelers upon to bring humanity back to the old ways.

00:17:59.000 --> 00:18:12.000
These changes are important relation to the medieval versions of my story first position Roman is a
campaign of pagan culture, religion seems to have a strong world here word here filmmakers do with his
connection to Christianity first Forza romances,

00:18:12.000 --> 00:18:25.000
and removes counterbalances to start grasping it further distorts Charlotte is set for the Jeffrey Brown's
mother dogs childbirth and Merlin is raised by section surrogates, beginning with the older woman and
about herself in a region friendship.

00:18:25.000 --> 00:18:37.000
Berlin also has an episode inspired by Jeffrey's accounts opens tour with the majors a grown man at the
time. Consequently, there is no debate here. Always current position magic beans the generation Merlin
is tours, these two versions of our own story

00:18:37.000 --> 00:18:45.000
story conclusion to the realest accounts of the origin. It also most reflective impulse of mass media
produces change elements to better appeal to the audiences.

00:18:45.000 --> 00:18:50.000
You want me to keep going, or should I cut it short.

00:18:50.000 --> 00:19:03.000
I'm still have about two minutes on my timer here, and you could go a little longer the closing
ceremonies are at 430 so don't feel like we're okay.

00:19:03.000 --> 00:19:09.000
I'm on page 12. And I think that

00:19:09.000 --> 00:19:23.000
16 pages might not be able to hit 16 so let me skip, let me just go over the just kind of give you a view
then um so the other part of it to focus on is what's called the boy Merlin.

00:19:23.000 --> 00:19:37.000
It's a British series. And basically what they have is Merlin again is called the son of an Incubus, but they
never sort of define what this Incubus is basically this next group of things I want to talk about is the
ones that bring the Incubus into the

00:19:37.000 --> 00:19:40.000
store.

00:19:40.000 --> 00:19:49.000
So, and the other one is kind of which is my second one is a children's film is produced in Wales.

00:19:49.000 --> 00:19:56.000
And basically, it's Merlin is out in the world his mother is in a convent sort of secluded.

00:19:56.000 --> 00:20:10.000
And he's kind of like wondering like who's my father. And it's this confrontation between other
characters who kind of like the little him because he doesn't know what happens over the course of the
film is eventually.

00:20:10.000 --> 00:20:25.000

It's basically Jeffrey story. They're taking the voiceprints Tower and Rowan's mother reveals this thing
called an Incubus and pregnant at her. And it's sort of like a fairy kind of thing it's basically this little
glowing blob.

00:20:25.000 --> 00:20:37.000
And basically what happens is, she's out in the woods. And it's sort of like a rape scene, essentially, he
spirals around her raises or up in the air and impregnated her.

00:20:37.000 --> 00:20:41.000
And that's basically how Merlin is made.

00:20:41.000 --> 00:20:51.000
And then She's embarrassed because she's pregnant and she then spends the rest of her life in the
convent and leaving rolling outside to kind of wonder like what's going on.

00:20:51.000 --> 00:21:08.000
And then what happens in this confrontation with Florida burn is Merlin's powers are revealed. And it
turns out he's inherited these weird sort of like superhuman powers from his dad, basically ability like
blast electricity or some kind of energy out.

00:21:08.000 --> 00:21:14.000
So it's not sort of a demonic force but some elemental energies

00:21:14.000 --> 00:21:34.000
can see here, this is Merlin sort of wave of force or energy here is combining with the dragon, help them
out, and it ends kind of weirdly, usually with the, the verbiage our story is Vorderman is bad guy, and
he's going to die at the end, and Berlin

00:21:34.000 --> 00:21:50.000
survives what happens here is vertigo and survives, he's going to continue being king and Merlin is going
to become his like chief through it. So it's kind of like a weird story especially knowing it was produced
by Welsh animators who should know better.

00:21:50.000 --> 00:21:56.000
Last one is what I've recently rediscovered on crackle is Mr Merlin.

00:21:56.000 --> 00:22:08.000
And let me just read that one since I've.

00:22:08.000 --> 00:22:21.000
So if you were to ask me that make reference to groans father's nakedness another normal example is
Miss Rowan TV series, it seems to provide an aspect of his problem with Iran depicted in the ethnic
romance leaders from I'm sure other prayers, actual

00:22:21.000 --> 00:22:36.000
night pressure. This role was a primetime sitcom, and related to the adventures of San Francisco
mechanic Maximo and the majors guys in the modern day, the purpose sir, Max probably proclaimed his
heritage to his apprentice.

00:22:36.000 --> 00:22:49.000
As a father as a sort of Incubus, how was TV is one of the most sensitive to not offending viewers. The
series of the early British series on young round out the form Merlin.

00:22:49.000 --> 00:22:59.000
I'm starting interesting that Max is a puckish fellow rather like the Merlin or the new romances, he's a
disguises and some depiction to achieve deception to achieve this ends.

00:22:59.000 --> 00:23:15.000
It's kind of interesting. He's in disguise a lot and it's clearly max but no one recognizes him which is kind
of funny, but it's primarily a force for good in the world I can help others both internationally, and within
as well.

00:23:15.000 --> 00:23:28.000

Just to close. As always illustrate in this industry and contrast to book publishers are corporate
publishers, for example seems I'm willing or able to offer an accurate counterparts beginnings, the link
up to with what we expect from our knowledge with

00:23:28.000 --> 00:23:39.000
with her efficient in its place their creative spirit the line between his laces Yes, being innovative with
this story and promoting it. So, we'll leave you with that.

